Celebrating the opening of the new outpatient orthopaedic surgery center

University leaders hosted a ribbon-cutting ceremony on Wednesday to celebrate the opening of the Orthopaedics & Physical Performance Surgery Center at Marketplace Mall.

Learn more »

Smartwatches may be key to the development of new Parkinson’s treatments

Researchers with the URMC Center for Health + Technology (CHeT) have been pioneers in harnessing digital health technologies such as telemedicine, wearables, remote monitoring, and mobile apps to improve access to care and conduct decentralized clinical trials.

Learn more »

How Strong Memorial’s Emergency Department demolition is surprisingly sustainable

Thanks to a joint effort by the University of Rochester and Turner Pike Construction, the vast majority of waste produced by this large-scale takedown is being recycled and diverted away from landfill.

Learn more »

Wilmot researchers discover how to steer army of immune cells toward cancer

A Wilmot Cancer Institute team discovered the molecule responsible for guiding T cells toward tumors, setting the stage for scientists to improve upon the groundbreaking treatment.

Learn more »

Deaf-to-Deaf weight loss program helps participants drop pounds

While mainstream weight loss programs may feel isolating or out of reach for Deaf sign language users, results from a URMC clinical trial published in Obesity show that a specialized weight loss program designed for Deaf people by Deaf people helped participants lose weight.

Learn more »

Discovering Cancer Earlier to Save Lives

Christine Skivington, a mother of 3, credits early screening at the Wilmot Cancer Institute and subsequent early detection to giving her more time with her family. Now as a cancer survivor, she has the perspective to share her story with others, with the hope that more women will get screened early.

Learn about her story >>
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